Angel Quest Oracle

written by Karen Noé
illustrated by Marie Antoinette Kelley
Psychic medium and author Karen Noé and portrait and fine
artist Marie Antoinette Kelley have joined together to create
the Angel Quest Oracle, a heavenly divination card deck and
guidebook.
This deck was created to enhance direct communication
between you and your angels. As you invoke those in the
heavenly realm, you’ll receive accurate, uplifting messages
to help you better understand the steps you need to take to
move forward in life.
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Each of the forty-four beautiful and unique celestial cards
features a short personal message from the angels that
answer important life questions, while the step-by-step
instruction in the accompanying guidebook explains how
you can give a perfect angel card reading, both for yourself
and for others, and includes more detailed meanings for
each card.
Whether you choose to pull a daily reflection card or
perform a more detailed card reading for yourself or others,
the Angel Quest Oracle will guide you through it all.

About the Publisher
Beyond Words Publishing is a leading independent publisher of Mind, Body, and Spirit. For
more than three decades, Beyond Words has stood out with numerous remarkable successes, including The Secret, which spent more than 200 weeks on the New York Times bestseller list, and
Dr. Emoto’s Hidden Messages in Water, which spent 25 weeks on the New York Times bestseller
list. Now in partnership with Atria Books, an imprint of Simon & Schuster, Inc., Beyond Words
remains an independent leader in publishing.

About the Illustrator
Marie Antoinette Kelley is an award-winning artist who has
done hundreds of portraits and whose work is well known
throughout Montana. Her art has been featured in local
magazines and newspapers, such as the Billings Gazette, Rural
Montana, The Bozone, and the Montana Pioneer. In 2019, the
Delaware North general stores began selling her artwork in the
form of woven blankets throughout Yellowstone National Park.
To learn more about Marie Antoinette and her work,
visit: makfineart.com.

Suggested Interview Questions
I heard you won one of the top science scholarships in the country, worth about $30,000, but
you declined the money and became an artist instead. Can you briefly tell me that story?
I hear you’re uniquely qualified as an angel artist in part because you have profound spiritual
experiences while you paint your artwork. Can you tell me about one?
There are other angel decks out there. How is yours different from those decks?
How does the artwork connect to the messages in the deck?
Have you had any of those magical moments while creating your artwork? How will that magic
translate to those seeking insights from the deck?
How will the deck help readers get in touch with loved ones who have passed?
How do we know when it’s time to stop and listen to our angels?
What can those seeking advice through this deck expect to experience from seeing the artwork,
once they start using it?
Will everyone who uses this deck be able to connect with angels?
What other inspiration or insights would you like to leave the listeners with today?

Suggested Discussion Topics
The value of using the Angel Quest Oracle card deck
The messages and teachings from angels in the artwork
How to find inspiration in moments when you feel stuck

